Pristine, undoped graphene has a constant absorption of 2.3 % across the visible to near-infrared (VIS-NIR) region of the electromagnetic spectrum. Under certain conditions, such as nanostructuring and intense gating, graphene can interact more robustly with VIS-NIR light and exhibit a large nonlinear optical response. Here, we explore the optical properties of graphene/LaAlO3/SrTiO3 nanostructures, where nanojunctions formed at the LaAlO3/SrTiO3 interface enable large (~10 8 V/m) electric fields to be applied to graphene over a scale of ~10 nm. Upon illumination with ultrafast VIS-NIR light, graphene/LaAlO3/SrTiO3 nanostructures produce broadband THz emission as well as a sum-frequency generated (SFG) response. Strong spectrally sharp, gate-tunable extinction features (>99.99%) are observed in both the VIS-NIR and SFG regions alongside significant intensification of the nonlinear response. The observed gate-tunable strong graphene-light interaction and nonlinear optical response are of fundamental interest and open the way for future exploitation in graphene-based optical devices.
INTRODUCTION
Graphene 1 , a monatomic layer of sp 2 carbon atoms, exhibits many unique optical properties 2 that make the material desirable for a variety of quantum and optical device applications 3 . The absorption for pristine, undoped graphene is defined by the fine structure constant , and is constant at ≈ 2.3% across visible to near-infrared (VIS-NIR) frequencies 4 . The chemical potential µ, which can be tuned via electrostatic gating or chemical doping with respect to the charge-neutrality point (CNP), has only a modest effect on its optical absorption 5, 6 . While this flat and weak response may be beneficial for some applications (e.g, transparent ultrathin conductors 7 ) , the low absorption is limiting for other applications, such as photodetectors 8 .
For light in the mid-infrared to far-infrared region, graphene hosts a plasmonic response 9 , and as a result, strong graphene absorption can be induced in this frequency range by gating the plasmons [10] [11] [12] .
Because graphene typically lacks a plasmonic response in the VIS-NIR regime, such behavior is difficult to achieve at higher frequencies 13 . However, the interaction between graphene and VIS-NIR light can be enhanced by creating graphene-based metamaterials or surfaces in which the CNP is modulated at the nanoscale, for example, using AFM 14 or STM 15 , by creating arrays of graphene nanodisks or nanoribbons [10] [11] [12] 16 , or by placing graphene near plasmonic metasurfaces or nanoscale metal gratings [17] [18] [19] [20] .
Recently, a technique to control the CNP of graphene-both reversibly and locally-has been developed using graphene integrated with LaAlO3/SrTiO3 (LAO/STO) heterostructures 21, 22 . LAO/STO has a tunable conductive interface 23 with a variety of interesting physical properties 24 . When the LAO thickness is close to the critical thickness for a metal-insulator transition, ∼3-4 unit cells 25 , the conductivity of the LAO/STO interface can be controlled using conductive atomic force microscope (c-AFM) lithography 14, 26 .
A wide range of optoelectronic devices can be fabricated at the LAO/STO interface in this fashion, such as a 10 nm-scale photodetector 27 and nanoscale, terahertz (THz) sources and detectors 28, 29 with a bandwidth of more than 100 THz. LAO/STO nanostructures can be placed within two nanometers of an active graphene device and used, for example, to create reconfigurable edge channels in graphene 22 .
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The nonlinear optical properties of graphene/LAO/STO (G/LAO/STO) nanojunctions (illustrated in Figure   1 (b)) are measured through a broadband THz spectroscopy technique (Figure 2 ) that takes advantage of strong optical nonlinearities in STO 28, 29, 30 . The G/LAO/STO nanojunctions are created using c-AFM lithography, described in detail elsewhere 14 and summarized in the Materials and Methods section. A nanojunction (Figure 1(b) ) consists of a conducting LAO/STO nanowire with a nanoscale (~10 nm)
insulating gap. The nanojunction is defined directly underneath a single layer of graphene 21 that is patterned into the shape of a Hall bar (Figure 1(a) ). Because the nanojunction is only 1.2 nm below the graphene, there is a strong electrostatic interaction between the graphene and the nanojunction.
Details of sample growth and graphene patterning and integration can be found in the Materials and
Methods section.
Here we measure the effects of local electrostatic gates ( , ) and a global gate ( ) (defined below) on the optical response of the G/LAO/STO nanostructure. The nanostructure is illuminated by ultrafast pulses and its response is measured as a function of the time delay between two pulses 28, 29 . A detailed schematic drawing of the optical setup is shown in Figure 2 . Ultrafast pulses emerge from a sub-7-fs Ti:Sapphire oscillator with a repetition rate of 80 MHz. Pulses are sent through an optical pulse shaper and into a compact Michelson interferometer before being focused to a diffraction-limited spot centered on the nanojunction. The time-averaged input excitation power from the Ti:Sapphire laser varies from 5-15 µW. During the measurement, a delay line for one of the beams is scanned from negative to positive time delay while the induced photovoltage across the LAO/STO nanojunction ( ) (e.g., Figure 1(c,d) ) is recorded. Delay scans are repeated 30-50 times to increase the signal/noise ratio. ( ) is Fourier transformed with respect to to yield a power spectrum magnitude (log scale) versus frequency Ω (Figure 1(e) ).
For photovoltage measurements, two electrodes, labeled S and D in Figure 1(a Figure S2. )
RESULTS
The graphene chemical potential is first tuned by applying a DC offset to the global graphene gate with respect to ground to graphene electrodes labeled Vgr in Figure 1(a) . The results of a -dependent experiment are summarized in Figure 1 (c-e) and described in more detail below. 
NANOWIRE GATE DEPENDENCE
In a separate experiment, the graphene is gated by applying a DC offset to both the source S and drain D of the LAO/STO nanojunction (i.e. common mode). Since the conducting nanojunction structure is separated from the graphene by a ~1.2 nm thick dielectric LAO layer, a DC offset applied to the nanojunction ( ) acts as a gate directly beneath the graphene. allows for a more local gating effect on the graphene chemical potential. 
LAO/STO JUNCTION DIFFERENTIAL MODE DEPENDENCE
To further explore the electrostatic interaction between the LAO/STO nanojunction and the graphene, the graphene global gate is held constant at −25 mV, with = 0, and the nanojunction differential mode is varied at = 10 K. As shown in the power spectra plotted in Figure 7 (a), the dependence of the VIS-NIR extinction feature is moderate. As increases, the observed extinction feature in the LNR response becomes spectrally sharper and stronger before returning to a broader and weaker form. This effect can be observed clearly in the integral of the power spectra from 420-430 THz at each value in Figure 7(c) , where the decreasing then increasing integral value reflects the evolving amplitude of the extinction feature. Additionally, the frequency of the extinction feature shifts very slightly with . Therefore, unlike or , can more easily be used as a fine-tuning parameter to precisely control the amplitude and frequency of extinction features. 
DISCUSSION
The observed >99.99% extinction features in the VIS-NIR in G/LAO/STO nanostructures are highly unusual given graphene's typical optical behavior. When the energy of the input radiation ℏ is greater than or equal to the Fermi energy 2 of the graphene, ℏ ≳ 2 , the conductivity of bulk Dirac fermions is independent of frequency, and therefore the optical absorption of graphene is expected to be constant in that region 17 . Spectral selectivity, or increased extinction of light at a particular frequency, in graphene-based structures has been reported in the near-infrared or visible range 11, 17, 18, 20, 32, 33 and has been ascribed to magnetic polaritons (MP), surface plasmon polaritons (SPP), or resonances of plasmonic nanostructures or underlying metallic or dielectric cavities. These plasmon resonances exist independently of the graphene, which serves only to intensify or tune an absorption resonance that is already there.
One possible interpretation of our results is that the G/LAO/STO nanostructure, with its extremely confined electric field at the nanoscale as depicted in Figure 1(b) , may act as a highly doped graphene nanoribbon, nanodisk or quantum dot-like structure. As discussed in Refs. 16, 34 , extended graphene sheets can be inhomogeneously doped by patterning them with an underlying back gate similar in nature to the LAO/STO nanojunction presented here. The generation of confined VIS-NIR graphene plasmons, or trapped plasmons in a p-n junction line, is plausible in these structures and can lead to absorption of light at the plasmon energy 16, 34 .
In support of this picture, ,4 in The strong ~10 8 V/m localized electric field across the G/LAO/STO nanostructure may also lead one to consider nonlinear plasmonic processes, such as multi-plasmon absorption, as discussed by Jablan and Chang 36 . Since we observe a strong enhancement of the optical nonlinearity of the G/LAO/STO nanostructure, we also must take into account graphene's large intrinsic optical nonlinearities [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] .
Finally, one must keep in mind that in these experiments the G/LAO/STO nanostructure is excited with nearly transform-limited ultrafast pulses (see Materials & Methods for more details), and such an excitation is known to create non-equilibrium hot electrons and transient plasmons in graphene [42] [43] [44] .
These and other effects must be considered in a rigorous theoretical model of the G/LAO/STO nanostructure response.
CONCLUSIONS
Our demonstrated ability to induce >99.99% narrow band extinction of light across a broad range of VIS-NIR frequencies (see Supplementary Figure S8 for more examples) in a G/LAO/STO nanostructure is highly unusual, considering the low intrinsic absorption of graphene. These sharp extinction lines occur alongside a notably strong enhancement of optical rectification and second harmonic generation in the nanostructure. The G/LAO/STO nanostructure exhibits behavior reminiscent of doped graphene nanoribbon-, nanoisland-, or nanodisk-like structures 35, 39, 45, 46 . In addition to its fundamental significance, this gate-tunable tunable enhanced light-matter interaction promises to strengthen graphene as a candidate material for nanophotonics and quantum optics applications.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

LAO/STO SAMPLE GROWTH
The A negatively biased AFM tip that is scanned over the conducting regions will remove the adsorbed protons, thereby locally restoring the interface to an insulating state. Using this method, custom, reversible and reconfigurable nanoelectronic and nanophotonic devices can be fabricated.
To create a G/LAO/STO nanostructure, a nanowire is created by scanning the c-AFM tip on top of graphene with a positive voltage, and the nanojunction is created in a region where graphene covers the LAO surface by applying a negative voltage pulse at a point along the nanowire. See Figure 1 (a, b) and
Supplementary Figure S1 that is produced in the graphene to screen it.
GRAPHENE FOUR-TERMINAL RESISTANCE MEASUREMENT
To measure the graphene four terminal resistance ,4 ,we source 1 mV of AC voltage at 2.37 Hz at the source electrode (labeled I+ in Figure S2) 
ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTS LAO/STO NANOJUNCTION SOURCE-DRAIN BIAS AND OPTICAL POWER DEPENDENCE
The interplay between the and optical power dependence of the extinction feature is investigated by constructing a "matrix" of data by repeating the same optical power sweep at different values. The input optical power to the G/LAO/STO nanostructure is decreased from 9.42 µW to 7.88 µW (a 16% change) at = −0.2 V, then the magnitude of is increased in 50 mV steps to −0.4 V. As the value increases, the power-dependent power spectra shift downwards, or lower in power. Black arrows in Figure S6 mark the first power spectrum for which two extinction features are visible in the LNR response. The downward shift in the black arrows shows how the power dependence shifts with increasing .
Though the interplay between optical power and bias is complex and we cannot obtain an exact scaling law depicting their relationships, the two parameters appear to act together, as powerful knobs to finetune extinction feature frequencies and extinction ratios. 
LINEAR POLARIZATION DEPENDENCE OF EXTINCTION FEATURE
To study the polarization dependence of the VIS-NIR sharp absorption line, we place a thermallystabilized liquid crystal variable retarder optic (LCVR) in the beam path directly before the Michelson interferometer. The LCVR can act as a broadband half waveplate. This allows us to switch the linear polarization of the input pulses from 0 degrees (parallel to the device) to 90 degrees (perpendicular to the device) by changing the voltage applied to the liquid crystal. We can therefore instantaneously switch between two linear polarizations without disturbing the beam path, as we would if we manually rotated a half wave plate.
For each experiment, a measurement is taken at 0 degrees polarization, or parallel to the nanojunction device. The LCVR is then switched to 90 degrees polarization and another measurement is taken. In the two experiments shown in Figure S7 , the linear polarization is switched from 0 degrees to 90 degrees, then immediately back to 0 degrees, then 90 degrees again. For both of the experiments shown, the nanostructure appears to have two different resonances; one when the light is polarized along the nanowire, and another when the light is polarized perpendicular to it. 
CONTROL EXPERIMENTS with LAO/STO NANOJUNCTIONS
To verify that the observed sharp extinction features originate from the graphene in the G/LAO/STO nanostructure and not from the LAO/STO, a nanojunction device was written on a LAO/STO sample without graphene. A nanowire gating experiment is performed by changing . Time domain measurements (Figure S9 ) are taken at a constant = −1 V while changing and the corresponding power spectra are shown in Figure S10 . Without graphene, the device shows no observable nanowire gate dependence. No sharp extinction feature is seen in the NIR or SFG regions and there is no noticeable change in the nonlinear THZ or SFG response with .
While we are unable to know exactly which components of the THZ and SFG responses come from the graphene and which come from the LAO/STO nanojunction, LAO/STO without graphene clearly has a characteristic nonlinear response that is not gate-dependent. On the other hand, nanowire gating of the G/LAO/STO nanostructure reveals dramatic changes in both the THZ and SFG responses. We therefore assume that the observed nonlinearities in the G/LAO/STO nanostructures are comprised of a combination of both the graphene and LAO/STO nonlinear responses, and the gate dependence originates in the graphene response. Figure S11 shows the integrals of the relevant regions of the power spectra in Figure S10 . Note that, unlike the G/LAO/STO nanostructure, the linear and nonlinear responses of LAO/STO nanojunction without graphene do not show any dependence on the nanowire gate value. Figure S9 . Time domain signals from control interface gating experiment. The signal at each value is nearly identical to the rest; no splitting features appear, and there are no noticeable changed in amplitude. Figure S10 . Power spectra of time domain signals in Figure S9 . Different power spectra are offset vertically for clarity. Scale bar denotes five orders of magnitude. No dependence or extinction feature in the NIR or SHG region is observed. Figure S11 . Integrals of the power spectra in Figure S10 as a function of the nanowire gate for the (a) THZ (b) NIR and (c) SHG region. Notice that the linear and nonlinear responses of the LAO/STO nanojunction without graphene do not show any observable gate dependence.
GRAPHENE FOUR TERMINAL RESISTANCE CURVES vs. VSD
To learn more about the inhomogeneous gating of the graphene by and , we measured ,4 as a function of at different values. If the biased LAO/STO nanojunction is a source of inhomogeneous doping in the graphene sheet, we should expect to see a separation of two Dirac point features as the LAO/STO nanojunction source-drain bias increases in magnitude. As is tuned, different regions of the graphene sheet will be gated to the CNP at different gate values, and the difference in these two gate values should increase as the inhomogeneity of the gating increases. Figures S12-13 , preliminary experiments match our prediction. A plot of the Dirac point separation vs. shows a clear increase in peak separation as the magnitude of increases. However, the CNP appears quite broad, which obscures the clarity of the results to some extent. Followup experiments are required to further clarify the nature of inhomogeneous doping of the graphene by the nanojunction. . Notice that around = 0.1 V, the peak separation is minimal, while the separation grows as the magnitude of increases.
As shown in
